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Introduction 
Change is imminent.  And when it  comes to technological advancements, we notice changes 

are happening at an alarming rate, be it  medical science, environment or artificial intell igence.  

These are just to name a few, the technological advancement has touched every nooks and 

corner and such advancements bring the necessity to a meaningful solution for better  

experience and a better call  center scenario.   

  

With such technological advancements, call  center environment has seen several changes 

that have introduced some totally new terms to the contemporary scenarios of the call  centers, 

such as virtual call  centers, predictive dialers,  auto dialers,  cloud PBX etc. 

 

 

 

All these terms signify that the transformation that has largely taken place and our call  centers  

have come a long way to a much more productive domain of customer support system. The 

biggest reason behind this transformation is ‘Cloud.’  Cloud has made the call  centers a lot 

more equipped with sophisticated features and efficient for today’s challenges. 
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What is Cloud Technology  
Information is made of bits,  which are made of ones and zeroes. Cumulatively, these ones and 

zeroes create the data. And data needs storage, where it  can be retrieved from, whenever  

needed. With the growth in internet and online activity,  storage of data has become the biggest 

of the necessit ies. And this necessity is growing at an alarming rate day by day. This data is  

stored in the servers and a bulk of servers in a lot many numbers make the data centers. And 

once you use these servers for storage, you can say your data in on cloud. 

 

 

 

A hosted call center is the one that works on cloud technology and is immensely flexible and 

scalable than the traditional call  centers. 
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Why to Introduce Cloud in a Call Center? 
Cloud technology has attr ibutes that easily fulfil l  the needs of a contemporary call  center 

environment. Premise-based solutions are not yet completely obsolete, but the uncertainties 

related to contemporary economics as well as management are forcing the decision makers 

to give a second thought to the cloud-based solutions. And evaluation reports have 

perpetually suggested that cloud has a bright future. 

 

 

 

I f we consider about the call center environment, we realize that there are several challenges 

that have made their presence felt  with the exponential growth in the number of customers as 

well as the scheme of things that make a common platform for the customer and agents such 

as call  centers, a complete necessity.  

 

To understand why cloud for a contact center, let ’s look at the challenges that are present in 

call  center environment today. 
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Challenges in Traditional Call Center Environment

Call Volume Demands 

The exponential growth in the number of 

customers has increased the need for  

agents to have a greater responsibil ity  

towards having a satisfactory solution for 

customer queries.  

First Call Resolution 

Customers want their t ime to be valued in 

their best possible way, but things go 

against if the agent is not aware of the exact 

solution the customer might be looking for. 

Customer Relationship Management 

It  involves maintaining a proper call history 

and setting a proper t ime for call  back. A 

promising customer can be contacted 

multiple t imes by the agents. Traditional call  

centers face tough times for a good follow 

up management.  

Call Center Management 

A traditional call  center asks for space and 

a proper set up to accommodate the agents 

and equipment. Equipment do need 

attention from time to t ime, and a number of 

agents vary according to the business 

need.

Cost Challenges   

Cost is an essential factor, and any business has to 

look for avenues to save money and use it for 

something more constructive.  
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Current Trends in the Call Centers 

 

Consumer preferences for customer services in the US. It  clearly shows that customers are not 

giving it  a second thought before dialing a number for support.  

Source: Ovum [1] 

According to Frost and Sull ivan market research company, the call centers are shift ing their  

focus from cost to value, from merely satisfying customers to creating delighted brand 

advocates and loyal customers. 

 

Social Media:  

Most of the companies are doing their best 

to use social media to promote the brand 

and enhance brand awareness. Factors 

related to sales and services are also 

touched by social media these days.  

 

 

High Maintenance Customers:   

Such customers have a totally different  

attr ibute, they have elevated expectations,  

and they want their issues resolved 

immediately and effectively.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Self-Service:  

IVRs and other web-based services have turned 

out to be one of the best services in which 

customers help themselves without much time 

wasted as they are designed so well.  

 

Source: Frost and Sullivan [2] 

https://download.microsoft.com/download/0/D/6/0D68AE95-6414-4074-B4B8-34039831E2BF/Introduction-to-Cloud-Computing-for-Legal-and-Compliance-Professionals.pdf
https://www.frost.com/prod/servlet/cpo/278766958
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72% of  the  re s ponde nts  are  pl anni ng co ntac t  ce nte r  t rans f ormat i on i n the  ne xt  two 

ye ars  wi th he avy e mphas i s  on cons ol i dat i on ,  outs ourci ng and  e s tabl i s hi ng ne w contact  

ce nte rs ,  i t  me ans  more  numbe r  of  c loud con tact  ce nte rs  are  goi ng to be  there  i n comi ng 

f uture . 

 

Ove r  hal f  of  the  re s ponde nts  be li e ve  that  cal l  ce nte rs  pl ay a pr i mary  role  i n cus tome r  

re te nt i on.  

 

I n a s urve y done  by De loi t te  [ 3 ] ,  the re  are  ce rtai n f i ndi ngs  de pi ct  that  the  

contact  ce nte rs  are  goi ng to be  the  mos t  depe ndable  thi ng i n the  comi ng 

f uture  about  the  cal l  ce nte r  e nvi ronme nt .  

 

 

 

Poi nts  

 

96% of  the  re s ponde nts  e xpe cte d that  i n the  ne xt  two ye ars  the re  

would be  growth i n the  contact  ce nte rs ,  whi ch s ugge s ts  cal l  ce nte rs  

are  cons ol i dat i ng i n cus tome r  s upport ,  gradual ly .  

 

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/process-and-operations/us-sdt-2015-global-contact-center-survey-results-infographic.pdf
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Out of  al l  t he  re s ponde nts ,  50% of  the m 

have  s ai d th at  cont act  ce nte r  pl ays  a 

pr i mary  role  i n cus tome r  re te nt i on.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

85% of  the  re s ponde nts  have  s ai d that  

cus tome r  e xpe r ie nce  i s  an i mportant  

compe t i t i ve  dif fe re nt i ator  f or  the  ye ar  

201 5.  M os t  of  the  compani e s  are  kee pi ng 

cus tome r  e xpe r ie nce  i n f ocus . 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Deloitte Survey 2015 [4] 

 

 

  

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/process-and-operations/us-sdt-2015-global-contact-center-survey-results-infographic.pdf
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Source: Global Benchmarking report 2015 www.dimensiondata.com [5] 

 

  

 

 

201 5 Glob al  be nchm arki ng re port  s ugge s ts  that  a te le phone  l i ne  has  alw ays  be e n 

a pre f e rre d me di um f or  cus tome r  s upport .  I VRs  and e mai l  come  af te r  the  phone  

cal l  th at  cus tome r  us e  to f i nd cus tome r  s upport .  

 

B ut  today,  35% of  al l  the  i nte ract i ons  are  di gital  today,  and i t  wi l l  s upe rs e de  the  

phone  cal l  i n t he  ne xt  two ye ars . 

 

 

 

https://cdn.uc.assets.prezly.com/95fd2cb2-2853-4781-9e15-0209c2e58654/-/inline/no/
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Strengths of Cloud Technology 
The strengths of cloud technology have various aspects, and by their effective indulgence in 

every area of business, it  has been proved to be helpful for better business results.   

 

 

  

Proactive  

Cloud solutions have made the call center scenario more proactive. Today, they are not just 

attending the issues related to customer’s business needs but also providing an interface to 

deliver complete customer experience. Such pro-activeness is necessary for immediate and 

appropriate responses to customer demands.  

 

I t  has become gradually acceptable that once a customer is in your orbit to receive a particular  

service, it  becomes essent ial to understand his behavioral patterns and interests with t ime.  

With such understanding, the retention of the customer becomes a lot easier.   

 

For such customer engagement, the agents should be apprised with the most updated 

customer insights that deal with the business needs and interests of the customers. A bulk of  

customer data is churned out for better insights.  

 

This data can be related to customer’s behavioral patterns, transactional interests or other  

crucial information l ike their att itudinal attr ibutes. In such scenarios, the storage and retrieval  

of data through cloud becomes a lot easier and safer.  And incorporating cloud technology in 

the call  center environment helps to provide a seamless customer experience because the 

agents are aware about the customers in a much better way. 
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Enhanced Productivity 

Productivity enhances many folds i f the agents work in a humane and hassle-free environment. 

The traditional call  centers have always found it  tough to handle the day to day work pressure 

and stress that agents go through while meeting the expectations of the customer needs. A  

hosted call  center gives autonomy to agents, they can work from home and stil l be in touch 

with the call  center manager and other agents who are sitt ing overseas. The remote agent  

model has proved to be cost effective and competit ive.  

Many call  centers have saved a lot of money as they have enabled 500 plus personal  

technology experts to work from home.[ 6 ] 

For a purposeful conversation with the customers, agents should be informed about their 

customers and the product.  The virtual call  centers have provided avenues to keep such vital 

information handy and expedite the process of customer support in an efficient way. Sitt ing 

across the continents and have face to face interactions between agents and customers via 

desktop video cameras has become widespread to get an uninterrupted services.  

Meeting tomorrow’s Expectations 

A survey done by Spherion Staffing Services [ 7 ],  17% of the customers talk about a good 

customer support experience on social media,  while 15% of them go for an online review. On 

the other hand, when customers have a bad experience, 25% of them vent about it  on the 

social media. So, it becomes necessary to collate and analyze the customer related data, using 

data analytics tools and then act accordingly. Customers expect for a good support system 

irrespective of the channels (web, chat,  social,  email) they are using. 

With such demands, the customers fully expect that the agent is  knowledgeable about how to 

resolve the issues. Agents should be made capable to do so. There should not be a scenario 

in which the agent has to Google for a particular thing to answer a customer query. The 

traditional call centers have faced many circumstances l ike this earlier,  but cloud has made it  

a lot easier to bring in the persuasive customer support with higher awareness and agil ity in 

the agents.  

https://www.ttec.com/sites/default/files/white-paper-masterminding-contact-center-future.pdf
http://www.incontact.com/sites/default/files/resources/Building_the_Contact_Center_of_the_Future_Whitepaper.pdf
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Cloud Call Centers as Customer Engagement Centers 
Most of the companies go through a crit ical juncture when the customer retention becomes 

equally important as acquiring new ones. Because customers don’t give it  a second thought 

before changing their loyalty to some other brand if their demands are not met. So, it  becomes 

necessary to engage the customers with a worthwhile approach towards providing a business 

solution. Traditional call centers are gradually becoming obsolete because cloud technology 

has made it  a lot easier to engage the customers with meaningful touch-points with unique 

engaging experience.  

 

According to American research and advisory firm Gartner Inc.,  “A customer engagement 

center (CEC) refers to a logical set of technological and business applications that are 

engineered to provide customer service and support,  regardless of the interaction (or 

engagement) channel.”  

 

Optimization of data usage, people and technology is necessary to execute a customer 

engagement. These are some drivers that seek for transformation in the call center 

environment. 

 

 

 

 

  

Customers look for 

engagement option 
The quality of service is the only touch 

point that decides, how well the customers 

are going to remain stuck to your brand. 

And once they reach an agent they want 

their problems to be resolved without 

wastage of any time.  

 

Greater Acceptance to 

Digital Technologies 
A survey done by Mckinsey & Company [ 8 ],  

about 73 percent customers use the 

internet to gather information, while rest 

use call  centers, either for standalone 

research or to supplement their internet 

research.  

 

https://ww2.frost.com/files/6914/4016/5896/Evolving_From_Contact_Center_to_Engagement_Center_-_White_Paper.pdf
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There are various points that interpret the customer engagement ideas for a call  center.  Here 

are few check points as suggest by Forbes [ 9 ] if you look closely they are fulfil led by Cloud Call 

Centers 

 

 

A customer engagement center 
  

 Connect to multiple back-end systems 

 Customizable and flexible experience for customers and prospects 

 Give employees a 360-degree view of the customer 

 Can track customers from first interaction all the way through the entire customer 

l ifecycle. 

 The entire desktop of information can be transferred from agent to agent 

 Offers real t ime analytics. 

 Mobile enabled 

 Manages social media engagements for customer service.  

 Peer to peer support ( including community forums and blogs) 

 Allows for the scalabil ity of your business 

 Can accommodate any telephony system 

 Ability to embed support into your products and apps. 

 I f we look closely, cloud call centers fulfil l  all  the points mentioned above.  

 

  

  

http://www.forbes.com/sites/salesforce/2014/09/25/checklist-engagement-center/#7c10afba584f
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Benefits of Cloud Transformation 
The benefits of cloud technology in various fields show that the attr ibutes of cloud are versatile  

and they take care of the contemporary needs.    

 

Reduced Investment  

Cloud call  centers have come up as the 

best solution in comparison to the 

traditional call  centers when it  comes to 

cost,  because of the various solutions 

available depending on the need and the 

strength of customer base. One is,  it  is  

independent of investment on the premise 

and infrastructure. The premise-based 

solutions ask for maintenance whereas in 

case of hardwired call  centers, the 

equipment needs occasional upgrade. 

For call  centers, shift ing to cloud has made 

users try out new features and change the 

traditional ways of working. Accepting 

these changes has increased the overall  

capabil ity of the call  center. 

 

 

 

Easy Set Up 

Cloud-based call  centers are set up, easily 

because of their easy and user-fr iendly 

methodology and software-based model.  

Whereas in traditional call  centers,  

technical experts are needed to do the set 

up. I t  adds to the expenditure and as well as 

delay in the timeline.  

 Since the cloud-hosted call  centers work 

on software-based model so, users can 

give it  a try to various call  center software 

and go for one that is best suited for them.   

 

Sophisticated Features  

A wide array of sophisticated features are 

available with the cloud based call  centers, 

because of the updated features l ike 

predictive dialing, and automatic call  

routing, automatic upgrade of the software, 

the call centers have undergone a long-

lasting transformation. 

The data related to the customers is  

analyzed thoroughly by the software, and 

predictive dialers choose the right t ime and 

customer to call .   

Remote Agents 

In the recent years, most of the companies 

have focused on productivity and to 

enhance this factor in a call  center  

environment, cloud-hosted call  centers 

have set a great example. The productivity 

of the workforce depends on the fact that  

how hassle-free and humane the 

environment is,  with the help of cloud-

hosted call  centers. The agents have found 

it  easier to maintain a disposition to handle 

the work pressure.            
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Dealing with the Call Volume Demand 

The call  volume demands vary according to 

the interests and demands of the 

customers and may differ country wise. So, 

in this sense cloud hosted call  centers take 

care of the peaks and valleys of the call  

volume and accordingly, zero in agents 

who are free and available to attend the 

calls.  In this way, the call  volumes are 

perfectly distr ibuted, and the output of the 

call  center is optimized. 

Customer Relationship Management 

The traditional call  centers had certain 

l imitations, and integration and 

customization have always remained tough 

to execute. But cloud has brought many 

aspects to the current scenario that has 

enabled our today’s call centers to 

innovate.  

Integration to CRM is easy with cloud-

based call  centers, and in this way it  is much 

more user-fr iendly than the previous one,  

because of its application programming 

Interface and web-based interfaces, it  is a 

lot simpler to integrate with the system or 

any third party application. 

 

 

 

Easy Administration  

The cloud-based call centers give a lot 

many options to administer the features 

and attr ibutes to comply with the current 

needs of the industry and the customer 

interests.  The control of the IVRs, call  flows 

and routing strategies and changes based 

on customers are always there in the 

administrator’s hands.  

Such self-service capabil it ies give the call  

center managers a lot more options to 

monitor the business and take steps 

accordingly.  

Security Features 

The security features related to the cloud 

are immense, and data remains 100 percent  

safe on the cloud. A team works behind the 

security of the data, and they assure any 

security breach when the software that  

evades any new threat and keep it  secure 

from any security breach. In this way, any 

speculation of a threat to data is avoided. 

Innovation for the Future 

Innovation goes hand in hand with cloud 

technology and with its arrival in call  center  

environment its overall  outcome in 

productivity and customer relationship 

solution has gone up many folds and has 

helped to accelerate sales and increase the 

loyal customer base. The transformation of 

call  centers has become a lot easier with 

the cloud technology and in this way,  it  has 

assured that the future ahead for call  

centers is very promising in virtual space.  
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88.8 % agree that they have reduced costs, which are partially l inked to the 85.7% saying it  

allows them to pay for only what they use. As many as 90.8% confirm that it  offers improved 

flexibil ity,  while 84.2% report that it  increases agil ity and speed to market. 

 

 

 

Source- Global benchmarking report 2015 dimensiondata.com[10] 

  

https://cdn.uc.assets.prezly.com/95fd2cb2-2853-4781-9e15-0209c2e58654/-/inline/no/
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Sales Acceleration with the Cloud Call Centers 
Call centers are helping to drive the sales acceleration to new heights, and cloud technology 

has played an important role in it .  Sales acceleration depends completely on the fact that the 

conversation should end on a convincing note with the customer. So for the same reason, it  is  

necessary to do lead data management for every sales activity.  Call  recording, customer call  

history, customer contact info are important data that are properly taken care of.   

With the help of feature l ike predictive dialers,  a thorough analysis of customer-related data is  

done, and many meaningful results show up, such as the best t ime to call  the customers based 

on demographic details,  orientation as well as need.  

For sales acceleration, giving proper value to time is the most essential and the possibil ity of 

best usage of t ime increases as predictive dialers filter out the unprofitable numbers, fax l ines, 

engaged signals.   

In this way, the best of the customers are accessed and the most appropriate t ime, ensuring a 

much better sales acceleration. 

I f we look at the graph below, we find that companies are spending the highest on voice 

communication technology as expenditure for sales. Cloud-hosted call  centers are setting an 

example for improved sales acceleration.    

 

 
 

Source- Forbes  [ 1 1 ]  

  

http://www.forbes.com/sites/kenkrogue/2014/04/03/15-hottest-sales-acceleration-technologies-latest-research/#5c7998873d2c
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Reducing Risk with cloud 
Operating risks go hand in hand with call  centers. These risks can be reduced to some major 

issues, thanks to cloud technology. 

 

 

 

Regulatory 

Call centers have to abide by many 

regulations. For example how an auto dialer 

should be used and time during which the 

calls can be made, number of abandoned 

calls and so on.   

Privacy   

Call centers deal with a lot of personal  

information, and this data should be 

protected from disclosure and misuse. The 

technical data should be masked and 

muted. Call centers must implement 

methods to minimize the risk of data loss.  

Confidentiality 

Call centers need to convince their clients 

that their confidential data is secure. For 

keeping the data confidential,  cloud 

technology plays a vital role. A software is 

used to monitor agent activity and detect  

any unusual usage patterns. There are 

restrictions, that how much of data can be 

accessed by the agents.   

Security  

Security r isks are inherent in all types of call  

centers, whether inbound or in the cloud. 

There are issues of physical,  data and 

security.  Typical security r isks are handled 

by taking the following precautions. 
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Self Service is making its Presence Felt (IVRs) 
Today’s call centers are providing better avenues of self-service in call  center environment  

and in this way with the advancement in technology the self-service has evolved, gradually. 

Customers look for the best service in the least t ime invested, and in this way, IVRs (Interactive 

Voice Response) is getting more rife in the current call  center scenario.  

 

Use of IVRs has become widespread be it any business. And with the passage of t ime, IVRs 

have become more interactive and intell igent.  Despite the fact that the IVRs are proving to be 

biggest help, access to the l ive agent has always been kept open.  

 

Cloud technology has helped a lot in this as to keep the data accessible to the customers who 

interact and look for self help and save their t ime. 

 

In December 2015 survey done by Forrester[ 1 2 ] it  has been found that 53% of the customers 

are l ikely to abandon their purchase if they can’t find quick answers to their questions. 73% 

have said valuing their t ime is the most important thing a company can do to provide good  

 

customer service. The same report also suggest that customers increasingly leverage the self  

service and digital channels because they offer least amount of interaction fr iction. 

 

Conclusion 
Cloud technology has backed up the current call  center environment and taken it  to 

completely new heights by giving it  a totally new dimension to the customer services. The f inal  

result should be satisfactory for the customers and to keep this idea alive, the adoption of 

cloud technology is by the call  centers has paved a way towards future and because of the 

growing intell igence on the customer’s part, it  gets essential to bring in some powerful 

changes in the way services are delivered to the customers. Because customers always expect 

more than what they get.  And cloud is giving a good company to the contemporary call  center 

environment leading to fulfil l  that customer’s expectations.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://blogs.forrester.com/kate_leggett/16-01-28-online_self_service_dominates_yet_again_why_its_an_effortless_way_to_get_to_your_answers
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